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Hooray for Australia

Move over, Switzerland.
Australia seized the global title of having the highest “median wealth per adult” from
Switzerland in Credit Suisse’s 2018 Global Wealth Report. While a typical Australian
might not feel like it, they are richer than a typical person in any other country.
Aside from being relatively rich by global standards, the wealth in Australia is also more
evenly distributed than most other countries. Wealth, in this report, is based on net
worth which includes the sum of all assets including residential property, shares,
deposits and super. All this means is that Australia continues to be a great place to do
business.
If you are thinking of buying a business, we can help you find the right one. Check out
our listings and subscribe to our email alerts to be the first to know about the latest
opportunities.

Check out our latest listings

Busy Fresh Fruit and
Vegetable Retail Business
Brisbane | $399K + SAV
This fresh fruit, vegetable and deli retail
business is located in a popular shopping
centre on the north side of Brisbane. The
business has a large selection of imported
deli items and has many repeat customers.
It has a long lease in place and full
training is available for the new owner.

FIND OUT MORE

Well-Established Electric
Repair Business
Sunshine Coast | $299K + SAV
This business has been operating since
1975. It offers warranty, extended
warranty and cash repairs of electrical
products. The three fully equipped
workshops and shop spaces enjoy locations
in high traffic areas. Clients are loyal and
include companies such as Harvey
Norman and Joyce Mayne.

FIND OUT MORE

Transport Company with Solid
Contacts
Gold Coast | $499K incl.
trucks
Netting over $4,000 per week average to
an owner/operator after paying 3 drivers
and all expenses. The current owner has
built this business for 6 years from a one-
man truck to 4 trucks with drivers. All
trucks are fitted with cranes and these are
being sold together with the business. It is
exclusively contracted to a national major
manufacturer in steel fabrications.

FIND OUT MORE

Spacious Mechanical
Workshop in Noosa
Noosa | $599K + SAV
This massive workshop has a huge
freestanding building with high clearance
and a spacious yard, allowing the ability
to service large trucks and buses, along
with all passenger cars. This business will
generate a 50% return on investment! 25
years servicing all vehicles. The turnover
is more than $1.25M per year and there is
potential to expand.

FIND OUT MORE

250+ Member F45 Studio
Brisbane | $699K
F45 is a proven concept with hundreds of
thousands of dedicated members across the
world. This studio has heaps of space at
350+ sqm. It is located in a prime
catchment area and a new lease is
available for the incoming owner. The
business has no debt or equipment.
Excellent staff and systems are in place. It
has a genuine potential to become a 350+
member studio.

FIND OUT MORE

Flooring Retail / Iconic Brand
Gold Coast | $295K
This business was established over 35
years ago. It has loyal business-to-business
and retail clients. They provide quotes and
sell everything from timber, carpet,
laminte, bamboo and vinyl floording. The
business also offers installation. It is an
easily-managed family business and can be
run under management. It is a non-
franchise business and offers competitive
pricing.

FIND OUT MORE
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"Troy provided us with exceptional
advice and assistance with the
utmost efficiency and care. He is
very easy to deal with and provided
great information that allowed us to
make best decisions for our

company."
- S Anderson, CEO
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